the rising generation is a move in the right direction, which cannot fail to be initiated elsewhere" (p. 96).
The idea of placing reproductions into the public schools did disseminate to other parts of the country. According to Herbert B.
Adams (1901) , by 1899 this "educational movement" had spread throughout the Northern and Western States (p. 344) .
This historical study is concerned with the first attempt by eductors in 1870 to expand the art curriculum beyond the making of art. This expansion of the art curriculum was contingent on the introduction of reproductions into the public schools. Since plaster casts were the first official reproductions to be placed into a public school, the study will focus on:
1. The introduction of plaster casts into the United States.
This information could be of value to better understand the ideas, beliefs, and customs of the people responsible for the introduction of plaster casts into the public schools.
2. The introduction of plaster casts into the public schools between 1870 and 1900. As the study develops, some attention may need to be given to the placement and use of other types of art reproductions. This would include reproductions of drawings and paintings, which may have been introduced into some public schools as the movement spread to other parts of the country from 1870 to 1900.
3. Any social and educational factor which may have influenced the aims and purposes of this "educational movement" between 1870 and 1900. This study will be based on primary and secondary sources. The greatest reliance for evidence, however, will be placed on primary sources -newspapers, periodicals, and government reports published between 1870 and 1900. External and internal critical techniques will be utili zed in the evaluation of both the primary and secondary Marilyn Zurmuehlen Working Papers in Art Education, Vol. 6 [1987] , Art. 5 https://ir.uiowa.edu/mzwp/vol6/iss1/5 DOI: 10.17077/2326-7070.1145
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sources.
Problem Statement
For almost a quarter of a century, contemporary art educators have expressed a concern that the art curriculum in the public schools should include the domains of art production, art history, and art criticism (Barkan, 1962; Barkan, 1966; Hubbard, 1967; Eisner, 1972; Chapman, 1978 ; the National Art Educational Association, 1968; and the National Assessment of Educational Progress, 1981). The most current view of the art curriculum is that attention be given "to the disciplines that contribute to understanding art: art production, art history, art criticism, and aesthetics" (Getty Report, 1984, p. v) .
Each of these art domains or disciplines require (to some extent) the use of visual art forms for instructional purposes. The classroom teacher can accomplish this by either acquainting the student with original works of art, reproductions of art, or both. According to Banfield (1982) , there is a belief among professionals in the visual arts that reproductions cannot possibly have the aesthetic value of an original (p. 145). In most classroom situations, however, the use of reproductions of works of art (in one form or other) is the most practical and convenient method to study visual art forms created by the professional artist.
The first attempt to add an "aesthetic element into the educational system of the United States" (Committee Report, 1871, p.
202) was accomplished in 1870 when plaster casts were placed in a public school. The published histories, textbooks, reports, articles, and unpublished dissertations that document the history of art education between 1870 and 1900 have a tendency to minimize or ignore this effort (Logan, 1955; Wygant, 1983; Haney, 1908; Whitford, 1936; Barkan, 1955; Munro, 1956; de Francesco, 1958; Gaitskell, 1958; Hubbard, 1967; Eisner, 1972; Chapman, 1973; Saunders, 1966; Stankiewicz, 1984; and Belshe, 1946) . Contemporary approaches to teaching art production, art history, art criticism, and aesthetics depend on the use of art reproductions. Marilyn Zurmuehlen Working Papers in Art Education, Vol. 6 [1987] A detailed study of this movement should contribute to a better understanding of the role that art reproductions, specifically plaster casts, played in the art education of this changing society. This understanding will be based on the ideas, values, beliefs, and attitudes of the individuals responsible for this action and the changing social conditions that influenced them.
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The Approach
A chronological approach to history in combination with a cultural approach will be used to synthesize the historical facts.
The chronological approach will be of value for the organization of this educational movement from 1870 to 1900. The cultural approach will be used to interpret the relationship between art, education, and society during this time period.
